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ABSTRACT
A quasi-tailless flight investigation was launched using the X-31A enhanced fighter maneuverability air-
plane. In-flight simulations were used to assess the effect of partial to total vertical tail removal. The rudder con-
trol surface was used to cancel the stabilizing effects of the vertical tail, and yaw thrust vector commands were
used to restabilize and control the airplane. The quasi-tailless mode was flown supersonically with gentle maneu-
vering and subsonically in precision approaches and ground attack profiles. Pilot ratings and a full set of flight
test measurements were recorded. This report describes the results obtained and emphasizes the lessons learned
from the X-31A flight test experiment. Sensor-related issues and their importance to a quasi-tailless simulation
and to ultimately controlling a directionally unstable vehicle are assessed. The X-31A quasi-tailless flight test ex-
periment showed that tailless and reduced tail fighter aircraft are definitely feasible. When the capability is de-
signed into the airplane from the beginning, the benefits have the potential to outweigh the added complexity
required.
INTRODUCTION
Early aircraft designers realized the necessity of using a vertical tail to provide directionally stable airplane
designs. This practice has carried through to modem commercial and military aircraft designs, the majority of
which include vertical tails and rudder control surfaces. For transport aircraft, the need to control the large yawing
moments created in an engine failure condition dictates tail size. With the advent of thrust vectoring and
full-authority flight control systems, significantly reducing or eliminating the vertical tail became a viable design
option.
Potential advantages of a reduced tail size include decreased drag, reduced weight, and reduced structural
complexity. For military applications, reduced radar cross-section is an additional advantage. These advantages
must be balanced against the disadvantages of the added weight, complexity, and reliability requirements of a
thrust vector system. If sufficient thrust vectoring system reliability cannot be achieved, emergency systems may
also be required. In addition, because the thrust vector control power is proportional to the engine power setting,
some flight conditions that normally require low-power settings, such as landing, may require larger drag devices,
such as speed brakes, to maintain necessary higher power settings.
The X-31A enhanced fighter maneuverability airplane provided a unique opportunity to demonstrate the abil-
ity of a thrust vector system to provide the stabilizing and maneuvering moments equal to that of a vertical tail
and rudder (refs. 1-5). A quasi-tailless investigation was launched which used destabilizing feedbacks to the rud-
der for in-flight simulation of partial to total vertical tail removal. The rudder control surface was used to cancel
the stabilizing effects of the vertical tail, and yaw thrust vector deflections were used to restabilize and direction-
ally control the aircraft.
This report summarizes the observations and lessons learned from the X-31A quasi-tailless flight experiment.
The quasi-tailless mode was flown at one supersonic flight condition with high power settings and in a large sub-
sonic flight envelope with reduced power settings. Handling qualities assessments were made using a precision
approach and landing task and a simulated ground attack task. Pilot ratings and a full set of flight test measure-
ments were recorded during the experiment. These measurements included pilot inputs, aircraft response, and
control surface activity. Comparisons between the simulation-predicted results and flight test results are present-
ed. Emphasis is placed on areas where differences were observed.
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
above ground level
angle of attack
Advanced Research Projects Agency
Adaptable Target Lighting Array System
Cooper-Harper rating
close in combat
Daimler-Benz Aerospace, Germany
enhanced fighter maneuverability
Federal Ministry of Defense, Germany
Formula translation
flying qualities
High Angle of Attack Research Vehicle
Joint Advanced Strike Technology
knots indicated airspeed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
power lever angle
quasi-tailless
Rockwell International, Downey, California
test conductor
United States Air Force
United States Navy
Symbols
state derivative matrix
control derivative matrix
rudder surface yaw control effectiveness derivative
thrust vector system yaw control effectiveness derivative
destabilization
unit of acceleration, 32.174 ft/sec 2
destabilization feedback gain matrix
roll rate, deg/sec
yaw rate, deg/sec
control input vector
state vector
angle of sideslip, deg
differential flap position, deg
_R
8TVV
¢
rudderposition,deg
thrustvectordeflection,deg
angleof bank,deg
Subscripts and Superscripts
-1
denotes time derivative
denotes perturbation quantities
matrix inverse or pseudoinverse
Sign Conventions
Angle of sideslip
Differential flap
Lateral acceleration
Lateral stick
Roll rate
Rudder surface
Yaw rate
Yaw thrust vector command
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
nose left
right trailing-edge down (right-left)/2.0
out right wing
right roll
right wing down
trailing-edge left
nose right
nose left
BACKGROUND
The X-31A program provided an opportunity to fly a quasi-tailless investigation. The availability of the aircraft
and program resources allowed for an effective demonstration with a minimum of overhead cost.
Program Description
The experimental X-31A airplane was designed for enhanced fighter maneuverability (EFM) especially in the
slow-speed flight environment (fig. 1). Two X-31A aircraft were built by Rockwell International (RI), Downey,
California, and Daimler-Benz Aerospace (DASA), Germany, using joint funding from the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) and German Federal Ministry of Defense (FMOD). The initial program goals were rapid
demonstration of EFM technologies, investigation of EFM tactical exchange ratios, development of design require-
ments and a database for future fighter aircraft, and development and validation of low-cost prototype concepts.
Under the auspices of the International Test Organization, which is composed of representatives from ARPA,
FMOD, DASA, RI, United States Navy (USN), United States Air Force (USAF), and National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), poststali envelope expansion and close-in-combat (CIC) evaluations were per-
formed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California. This flight test program successfully
demonstrated the ability of the airplane to stabilize and maneuver in a controlled fashion up to 70 ° angle of attack
(AOA) (refs. 3-5).
Upon completion of the initial program goals, an investigation was undertaken to demonstrate the ability of the
thrust vector system to replace some or all of the functions of a vertical tail. The Joint Advanced Strike Technology
(JAST) program funded a portion of the quasi-tailless flight test experiment.
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Figure1.TheX-31Ainpoststallflight.
Aircraft Description
The X-31A airplane is a single-seat fighter configuration with a takeoff gross weight of approximately
16,000 lb. A single GE-F404 engine (General Electric, Lynn, Massachusetts) with an uninstalled gross thrust of ap-
proximately 16,000 lb at sea level powers this airplane. The planform includes a delta wing and a relatively small
canard (fig. 2). The wing area, span, and mean aerodynamic chord are 226.3 ft 2, 22.8 ft, and 12.4 ft, respectively.
The length is approximately 43.3 ft.
Surface dimensions
Wing Canard Vertical
Area, ft 2 (m 2) 226.3 (21.0) 23.6 (2.2) 37.6 (3.5)
Aspect ratio 2.3 3.2 1.2
Weight, Ib (kg)
Empty 12,000 (5,450)
Max 16,200 (7,350)
Figure 2. The X-31A planview.
14.6 ft
(4.5 m)
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Theincreasedmaneuverabilityof theX-31Aairplaneisobtainedbyusingathrustvectorsystemtoaugmentthe
controlpowerprovidedbyconventionalerodynamiccontrolsurfaces.Thedigitalflightcontrolsystem(ref.6)uses
a blendedcombinationof aerodynamicandthrustvectorcontrolwhichdependson flight conditionandthrust
available.
Thrust Vector System Description
The thrust vector system provides pitch and yaw forces by deflecting paddles into the engine exhaust plume.
Three carbon-carbon composite paddles are placed symmetrically around the engine nozzle (fig. 3). These paddles
can be deflected a maximum of 35 ° into the plume. This paddle deflection range allows for maximum thrust vector
deflection angles of approximately 15° for the majority of the engine power settings.
When no vectoring was required, the X-31A control laws positioned the paddles on the engine exhaust plume
boundary. Such positioning ensured that when the paddles were deflected they would have an immediate effect. If
the paddles were positioned outside the plume boundary, a lag would be introduced because the initial motion would
be ineffective. The plume boundary position was calculated as a function of engine nozzle exit area and engine pres-
sure ratio.
When a thrust vector command is issued, the amount of paddle deflection required is inversely proportional to
the thrust available. For low-power settings, higher deflection angles are required to generate equivalent moments.
The X-31A control system used a thrust estimation algorithm to determine the amount of deflection (gain) required
of the thrust vector control loop. The thrust was estimated as a function of engine nozzle exit area, power lever angle
(PLA), and engine pressure ratio. In simple terms, the thrust estimation algorithm approximates thrust by multiply-
ing a pressure differential times an area. Accurate estimation of thrust is important for properly setting the gain on
the thrust vector control loop. System stability can be adversely affected when, for example, the thrust is overesti-
mated, so the control surfaces do not move enough. If the thrust is underestimated the paddles are commanded to
move too far, which can also make the system unstable or generate undesired dynamics. The thrust estimation output
Figure 3. The X-31A thrust vector paddle arrangement.
wasfiltered to remove the noise associated with the algorithm input measurements and to smooth transitions caused
by possible step failures of the simplex inputs to the algorithm. This filtering process introduces errors which have
a direct effect on the thrust vector system loop gain.
Each thrust vector paddle command was rate limited in software to 60 deg/sec. The actuators were capable of
up to 80 deg/sec; however, they were limited to reduce overall hydraulic demand in the case when all control sur-
faces were moved simultaneously. The ratio between paddle deflection and resulting thrust plume deflection is ap-
proximately 1.5 to 1.0. This ratio results in an effective thrust vector deflection rate limit of approximately
40 deg/sec. The nominal plume deflection range is up to 15°; however, the physical paddle deflection limitation
of 35 ° results in a thrust vector deflection angle limit of less than 15° for some low-power conditions with small
nozzle exhaust exit areas. In addition, collision could occur if any two paddles were deflected more than 26 ° simul-
taneously. Software limitations were imposed to avoid such collisions.
Incorporating thrust vectoring into flight control system requires a significant level of complexity. With a pro-
duction axisymmetric nozzle, the plume boundary calculations and paddle collision avoidance logic are eliminated.
On the other hand, the thrust estimation algorithm is still required, and limitations could be imposed because of air-
frame loads concerns.
Simulation Description
The X-31A program relied on a variety of simulations to assess flight safety and to plan and rehearse flight tests.
The high-fidelity simulations included six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear equations of motion, a full-envelope aero-
dynamic database, the flight control computer hardware and software, the hardware actuator models, and a pilot
cockpit and instrumentation panel (ref. 7). An example of one of the simpler simulations would be a fourth-order,
linear model of the lateral-directional equations of motion. This paper describes results obtained from three simu-
lations: a nonlinear FORTRAN batch simulation, a forth-order linear model, and a sixth-order linear model.
The nonlinear simulation discussed herein is an all FORTRAN six-degree-of-freedom batch simulation. A full-
envelope aerodynamic database derived from wind-tunnel measurements, control laws recorded in FORTRAN, ac-
tuator, sensor, and time delay models are included. Pilot commands recorded from flight can be used as inputs to
drive this simulation. Results from the nonlinear simulation can be compared directly to flight test measurements.
The nonlinear simulation trim routines allow the simulation to be initiated in 1-g level flight, elevated load factor
turns, or poststall. The simulation also includes a linearization function which uses numerical perturbations to cal-
culate state-space rigid body equations of motion.
Fourth-order linear models derived from the nonlinear simulation (using the linearization function) were used
to design the destabilization gains for the quasi-tailless control laws. These fourth-order, lateral-directional models
included the roll, spiral, and dutch roll modes of the airframe at a particular trimmed flight condition. These models
were used in open-loop simulation for gain calculations and in a closed-loop simulation to compare with flight test
results. The closed-loop, fourth-order simulations included the destabilizing, restabilizing, and stability augmenta-
tion gains and feedback structure as well as pilot command gains.
For the X-31A airplane, the angle-of-sideslip feedback is a blended combination of noseboom sideslip vane and
inertially derived angle of sideslip (fig. 4). The computational and transport delays in the inertial measurement val-
ues result in an equivalent time delay of approximately 67 msec in the sideslip feedback path. A sixth-order linear
model was developed to include the effects of the delays on angle of sideslip. This model augmented the fourth-
order model with a second-order model of the 67 msec time delay in the sideslip feedback path. The significance of
this time delay is presented in the Results and Discussion section.
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Figure 4. Sideslip feedback measurement system.
Flight Test Method
A flight test approach was developed which used the X-31A airplane to provide an initial look at the issues re-
lated to replacing the functions of a vertical tail and rudder surface with a thrust vectoring control device.
Concept
The quasi-tailless concept is to simulate a tailless or reduced tail airplane by using the rudder control surface to
cancel the stabilizing effects of the vertical tail (refs. 8-10). The airplane is then restabilized and controlled by yaw
commands to the thrust vector system. By using appropriate destabilization gains, various levels of directional sta-
bility can be simulated in flight without actually having to reduce the size of the vertical tail.
Figure 5 shows a simplified block diagram of the X-31A quasi-tailless control structure. (See also reference 103
State-space linear perturbation rigid body equations of motion of the X-31A airplane without a vertical tail were
formulated from wind-tunnel test data. Those models were in the following form:
x = AtaillessSC + Btttailless
where ,_, the state vector is defined as
Pilot
commands
X-31A
atablllty
augmentation
T
Gain =
Restabilization
Destabilization
X-31A
unaugmented
dynamics
x=Ax+Bu
destab _._
= A tailless _ + B_
_x= A; + B_
Figure 5. Simplified block diagram of quasi-tailless concept.
r
960183
Atailless is the state derivative matrix for a tailless vehicle. It was assumed that the removal of the tail did not
affect the control derivative matrix B. In reality, the aileron effectiveness would be slightly changed with the remov-
al of a vertical tail. The vector Utailless contains the control effectors available to a tailless vehicle; that is,
Similarly, for an X-31A airplane with a tail but without thrust vectoring, the state-space model was defined as
follows:
x = A_+B_
Here, the control vector _ contains control effectors available for a conventional tailed vehicle; that is,
A destabilizing feedback controller was used to transform the existing X-31A dynamics into simulated X-31A
tailless dynamics.
x = A2 + Bft + B_destab
where
which gives
Ctdestab = K._
d
x = (A+BK)Yc+Bfi
To match the tailless dynamics, the following must be true:
(A + BK) = Atailless
or
K = B-l(Ataitless-A)
The simulated tailless system was restabilized using the thrust vector system. The destabilizing effects from the
rudder were canceled by changing the sign of the rudder command, scaling it by the ratio of control effectiveness
derivatives (Cnrvv/Cn_R), and sending this command to the thrust vector system (fig. 5). The thrust vector system
also replaced the rudder for turn coordination and handling qualities augmentation.
Different levels of tail removal can be simulated simply by replacing Atailless in the gain calculation, K, with
a suitable state-space representation of a vehicle with a partial tail. This quasi-tailless system provides a method for
assessing the control power usage required for various levels of destabilization.
If the thrust vector system matches the bandwidth and control power of the rudder surface, then any destabiliz-
ing feedbacks will be exactly canceled (fig. 5). Figure 6 shows that the actuator dynamics derived from ground test
compare well for the thrust vector system and the rudder. Below 100 rad/sec, the maximum difference in gain is less
than 0.5 dB and in phase less than 4 °.
Implementation
Using fourth-order linear models, the destabilizing control law gains were calculated for a full tailless vehicle
at a given flight condition. For the X-31A quasi-tailless experiment, the bank angle, 0, feedback gain magnitudes
were low enough to neglect. Multiplying the feedback gains by a scale factor which varies from 0.0 to 1.0 results in
a destabilization level from no tail reduction to 100-percent tail reduction. Using a control system interface console,
the pilot selected gains for discrete levels of tail reduction. For 0-percent tail reduction the quasi-tailless control laws
provided no destabilizing feedback to the rudder surface; however, the stability augmentation and roll coordination
yaw commands were diverted from the rudder to the thrust vector vane system. Thus, selecting 0-percent tail reduc-
tion resulted in a fixed rudder control surface with the thrust vector vane system providing any required turn coor-
dination or stability augmentation. The 0-percent tail reduction setting is equivalent to setting the control law gain,
K, of figure 5 to 0.0.
The initial quasi-tailless flight tests included a "destabilized-only" quasi-tailless mode. In this mode, the desta-
bilizing commands to the rudder were allowed; however, the restabilization and stability augmentation commands
to the thrust vector system were disabled. This mode was incorporated to validate the destabilization process. Pilot
selection in the destabilize-only mode was limited to tail reduction settings which resulted in neutral to slightly un-
stable vehicle dynamics. High levels of destabilization were precluded by software.
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Figure 6. Comparison of thrust vector and rudder actuator frequency response.
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Forsafetyreasons,disengagementof thequasi-taillessmodewasautomaticallyinitiateduponviolationof a
numberof flightconditionandvehiclestaterequirements(table1).Upondisengagement,therudderandthrustvec-
toringsystemresumedtheirstabilityaugmentationroles.A mechanicalthrottlestopwasinstalledin theairplaneto
avoidquasi-taillessmodedisengagementscausedbyreducingthepowerleverangle(PLA)belowthelowerlimit.
Nonlinearsimulationshowedthattheamountof instabilitythatcouldbecontrolledbythrustvectoringwasde-
terminedbythelevelof roll accelerationandroll raterequired.TheX-31Aairplanewasdevelopedto demonstrate
high levelsof agility. As a result, its maximum commanded roll rate and roll acceleration were high (up to
240 deg/sec and 610 deg/sec2). With these high rates and accelerations, initiation of rolls demanded more coordi-
nating yaw control power than was available from the thrust vector system at low-power settings. The subsonic
quasi-tailless control law design attempted to tailor the roll command to that which could be controlled by the thrust
vector system at a setting of 50- to 60-percent tail size reduction. The maximum commanded roll rate was reduced
by as much as 50 percent for low-power settings. Meanwhile, the roll acceleration command limit was reduced by
as much as 65 percent to match the amount of thrust vectoring yaw control power available at low-power settings.
The maximum roll acceleration command limit was scheduled as a function of power setting.
Flight Test Plan
Quasi-tailless flight testing was accomplished in two phases with two software loads. The first testing phase was
a limited demonstration of the concept at a single point design. The design point was an altitude of 38,000 ft at
Mach 1.20. This flight condition represents a supersonic cruise condition where a reduction in tail size results in a
large drag savings. The maneuvers flown at the supersonic test point consisted of roll and yaw doublets, 30 ° bank-
to-bank rolls, and gentle wind-up turns to 2 g. These maneuvers were flown with high engine power settings. Table 1
shows the disengagement criteria imposed on the quasi-tailless mode for the supersonic flight condition.
Table 1. Quasi-tailless mode safety disengagement criteria.
Supersonic limits Subsonic limits
Parameter Lower Upper Lower Upper
Angle of sideslip, deg -1.5 1.5 ___* __3
Angle of attack, deg 0.0 10.0 0.0 20.0
Power lever angle, deg 100.0 --- 55/65 t 103/132 t
Mach number 1.10 1.30 ......
Altitude, ft 30,000 40,000 ......
Funcnon of dynamic pressure, approximately +10.0 at 170 KIAS, +2.6 at 400 KIAS.
tGear down values/gear up values.
The second flight test phase extended the quasi-tailless testing to a larger subsonic flight envelope. To support
JAST requirements, two tasks were selected to demonstrate operability of a tailless or reduced tail vehicle: a simu-
lated carrier approach landing task and a ground attack profile. Maneuvers flown to clear the airplane for these tasks
included roll-yaw doublets, full stick bank-to-bank turns, steady heading sideslips, and 360 ° rolls. Testing was ac-
complished with changes in power settings, speed brakes, and landing gear status. The safety disengagement criteria
were relaxed to allow for a larger maneuvering flight envelope (table 1).
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Theprecisionapproachtaskwasto lineuponandmaintainapreciseflightpathasif onapproachto acarrier
landing.Deviationsfromthedesiredflightpathwerecorrectedforbyaggressivepilotinputstothelongitudinaland
lateralstickandto thethrottle.To providefeedbackcuesto thepilot,anangle-of-attackindexerwasaddedtothe
cockpitinstrumentationsystem,andaFresnellenslandingsystemwastemporarilyinstalledononeof therunways
atEdwardsAir ForceBase,California(ref.9).Theselandingaidesprovidedthepilotwithcuesfortightcontrolof
angleof attack(approachspeed)andflightpathangle.
A nominalflightpathangleof 2.5° waschosen.Theairplanewasconfiguredwith thelandinggeardownand
speedbrakesout.Thedesiredtaskperformancecriteriawereto maintainglideslopewithin_ 0.5ballwith respect
to theFresnellens(__0.17°),headingwithin+ 1°, and angle of attack within __0.5 °. For adequate performance,
_+ I ball (_+0.34 °) glide slope, _+2 ° heading, and _+ 1c angle of attack were required. Approaches were flown to a wa-
veoff at 100 ft above ground level (AGL) because the X-31A landing gear was not designed for the high loads re-
quired of a cartier approach touch down.
A more challenging lateral task was introduced by initial lineups of one-half runway width (approximately
40 ft) to the left or right of the runway. Corrections to this offset were applied either at the start of the approach
( 1.5 n.mi. distant or 400 ft AGL) or in the middle of the approach (1.0 n.mi. distant or 270 ft AGL).
Flight test evaluations of three simulated ground attack profiles were also performed (fig. 7). The first profile
included a pop-up and climb followed by a roll-in and pull-down maneuver for a rapid gross acquisition of a ground
target. When the target was acquired, the pilot was required to rollout to wings level and set up a 15 ° glide slope
bomb run while tracking the ground target. The desired task performance criterion for gross acquisition was to ob-
tain the target within a 40-mrad reticle with no overshoots; adequate performance was achieved with one overshoot.
Fine tracking desired criterion was to maintain the target within a 20-mrad reticle with no overshoots, and adequate
performance was achieved with one overshoot. Task performance criteria were the same for all ground attack
profiles.
Figure 7 shows the second ground attack profile which consisted of a 15o glide slope bomb run using the Adapt-
able Target Lighting Array System (ATLAS) for the ground target (ref. 11). This ground attack run was flown with-
out the pop-up portion of the profile. This attack was initiated from an altitude of 4000 ft AGL and 400 KIAS. The
X-31A airplane would then execute a 4-g turn to acquire the ATLAS ground target. The ATLAS consists of an array
of target lights positioned on the ground. A fine tracking task is created by randomly sequencing the target lights
and requiring the pilot to acquire each light with the gun reticle. Upon completion of the light sequence, a pull-out
maneuver was performed followed by evasive maneuvering.
The third ground attack profile consisted of a high-altitude approach to a 45 ° glide slope run (fig. 7). Again, the
pop-up portion of the profile was deleted. Instead, the roll-in maneuver was initiated from level flight at
18,000 ft AGL to a 45 ° glide slope. For this profile, ATLAS was not used because it is set up for a lower glide slope
approach. A preselected ground feature, such as a water tower, Joshua tree, or road intersection, was used for the
acquisition and tracking target. Reference 9 provides a detailed description of the ground attack profiles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section describes the results obtained from the supersonic and the subsonic flight tests.
Supersonic Test Results
The supersonic testing provided an initial demonstration of the quasi-tailless concept and showed maneuvering
capabilities consistent with those required of a supersonic transport airplane. The destabilized-only mode was flown
up to a selection of 20-percent tail reduction. The pilot commented, "the 20-percent destabilized cases clearly
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Figure 7. Air-to-ground flight profiles.
showed reduced directional damping with several overshoots observed." The full quasi-tailless mode with the thrust
vector system engaged for restabilization was flown to a maximum setting of 70-percent tail reduction (approxi-
mately 170-msec time-to-double amplitude). The pilot said, "the aircraft response was satisfactory for all [tested]
values of tail off."
A one-half stick roll doublet was performed at an altitude of 38,000 ft and Mach 1.20. A comparison of flight
and nonlinear simulation showed a good match for the 20-percent destabilization-only case (fig. 8). The match be-
tween flight and a fourth-order linear model shows a difference in the damping of the oscillations (fig. 9). This dif-
ference resulted from the filtering in the sideslip feedback loop. When a second-order approximation of this delay
is added to the sideslip feedback, the resulting sixth-order linear model produces an improved match to the flight
data (fig. 10).
With the delays in the sideslip feedback, the level of destabilization achieved in flight was less than that pre-
dicted by the simple fourth-order model. Consequently, the achieved level of destabilization differed from the
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Figure 8. Roll doublet at Mach 1.2 in the 20-percent destabilize-only mode (comparison of flight data to a nonlinear
simulation).
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design goal• Figure 11 shows the root locations for the fourth-order linear model and a sixth-order model which in-
corporates an approximation of the 67-msec delay on the sideslip feedback path. The dutch roll damping is 0.1 for
the sixth-order model and 0.03 for the fourth-order model. Adequately designing destabilization gains requires that
delays on the angle-of-sideslip feedback path be considered.
Close scrutiny of the flight data uncovered another undesirable characteristic in the sideslip feedback path. The
vane-sensing logic was creating a deadband effect on the measured sideslip angle. To understand how the deadband
was created, the redundancy management logic for the sideslip feedback must be described. The angle of sideslip
is measured by two potentiometers mounted to a single sideslip vane. For redundancy and to maintain consistency
with logic used for triplex signals, three signals were sent to the selection logic: the two potentiometers and a con-
stant value of zero. Then, a middle value selection logic scheme was used to chose the feedback quantity used by
the flight control computers (fig. 4). This type of logic protects against a hard-over failure of an electrical signal. In
the presence of a hard-over failure, the middle value would be either zero or the unfailed signal. This selection logic
also means that if the two electrical signals differ in sign, the selected middle value is a constant of zero.
These flight data indicate that a small bias existed on each electrical signal (-0.25 ° and 0.15°). Whenever the
sideslip angle was between -0.15 ° and 0.25 °, the selected value sent to the flight control computers was 0.0. Thus,
the biases result in system operation with an effective deadband on the sideslip feedback of approximately 0.4 °
around a zero reading.
As figure 4 shows, the sideslip feedback quantity is a blended combination of the low-frequency components
of the sideslip vanes and the high-frequency components of the inertial measurement system. This combination
means that the steady-state reading of zero was passed through into the control system. Normally a small deadband
on sideslip would not be very noticeable; however, the high gain destabilizing feedbacks used in the quasi-tailless
experiment accentuated this effect. The deadband was noted in the data of the supersonic and the precision approach
testing.
Midway through the program, failure of the sideslip vane potentiometer forced a replacement of the noseboom
assembly. Subsequent testing during the ground attack flight demonstrations indicated that the deadband had been
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virtuallyeliminatedwiththenewnoseboom.Asaresult,thesupersonicandprecisionapproachtestswereaffected
bythedeadband,andthegroundattacktestswerenot.
The20-percent,destabilization-onlycaseshownin figure8 indicatesthatfor aone-halfstickinputthesizeof
thesideslipexcursionwas+ 1.0 °. This relatively loose sideslip behavior is a direct result of the reduced damping
caused by the destabilization feedbacks. The biases on sideslip sources and middle value signal selection logic were
included in the nonlinear simulation to assess their impact. For this magnitude of sideslip, the ratio between true
sideslip and the inertially derived feedback quantity from simulation was approximately 0.90.
A simple model of the deadband affect could be achieved by incorporating a gain reduction in the sideslip feed-
back path of approximately 10 percent into the linear model. The linear model showed that a gain reduction of
I0 percent had a minimal effect on closed-loop pole locations for this case.
Another one-half stick roll doublet was performed at an altitude of 38,000 ft and Mach 1.2, this time with a set-
ting of 70-percent tail reduction. In this case, the full quasi-tailless mode was selected which means that the thrust
vector system was used to restabilize the vehicle. The damping provided by the stability augmentation resulted in
reduced sideslip excursions (+ 0.4 °) when compared to the destabilization-only mode. As a result, an increased
amount of the maneuver occurred within the deadband. Thus, the deadband had a much more pronounced affect on
the quasi-tailless mode than on the destabilization-only mode.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of flight data and the nonlinear simulation which includes a model of the dead-
band on the sideslip feedback. Output of the sideslip vane middle value selection logic was zero for the majority of
the maneuver, and it never shows a positive reading. The inertially derived quantity, which is a blended combination
of inertial measurement unit and sideslip vane measurements, seems to indicate that true angle of sideslip did have
positive excursions. During roll inputs, the X-31A control laws actively minimize the amount of sideslip excursion.
As a result, the size of the deadband is a large percentage of the size of the feedback signal.
The deadband was included in the nonlinear simulation. The ratio of true angle of sideslip and inertially derived
angle of sideslip obtained from the modified nonlinear simulation was approximately 0.80. Thus for this case, the
deadband was equivalent to a sideslip feedback loop gain reduction of approximately 20 percent. Closed-loop
system behavior becomes a function of the size of the input; therefore, a linear model does not provide a good mea-
sure of the level of destabilization achieved.
Thus, the supersonic flight data revealed that the lag in the sideslip feedback path and the deadband in the vane-
sensing system should be considered when assessing the results of the quasi-tailless study.
Subsonic Test Results
The second phase of quasi-tailless flight testing was performed with control law software which allowed for a
large maneuvering flight envelope in the subsonic region. Precision landing approaches and ground attack tasks
were flown. For the first time, thrust vectoring was used as a primary controller in conjunction with low-power
settings.
Precision Approach Task
Designing control laws for the landing approach flight phase is critical for a tailless or reduced tail airplane. In
this flight phase, the airplane is flown with reduced engine power settings and, consequently, has low thrust vector-
ing control power. In addition, the active throttle movements required to maintain a tight flightpath mean that the
control power can change rapidly. This task is accomplished close to the ground where increased turbulence levels
are also expected.
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TwoX-31Apilotsflew27precisionapproachesonthreeflights.Theseapproacheswereflownwiththebaseline
X-31Acontrolawsandforquasi-taillesssettingsof 40-and50-percenttail sizereduction.Table2showsthepilot
ratingsobtainedfor thesetests.Thepilotsnotedtherewere"noperceptiblechangein flyingqualities"causedby
thequasi-taillessmode.Asaresult,theCooper-Harperratings(CHR)(ref. 12)fortheprecisionapproachtaskdid
notchangewith respecto thelevelof destabilizationselected.Pilot inputsfor theprecisionapproachtaskwere
smallanddidnotproduceanyrateorpositionsaturationof thethrustvectorpaddlesforthetail reductionsettings
thatwereflown.
Table2.Precisionapproachpilotcomments.
Flight
number Run
277 1
277 2
277 3
277 4
277 5
277 6
277 7
278 1
278 2
278 3
278 4
278 5
278 6
278 7
278 8
278 9
Lineup/
correction
Tail
reduction
setting,%
Right/start Basic
Nominal Basic
Left/start Basic
Left/middle Basic
Right/middle Basic
Left/middle Basic
Right/middle Basic
Nominal Basic
Nominal 40
Nominal 50
Left/start Basic
Right/start 40
Left/start 50
Right/middle Basic
Left/middle 40
Right/middle 50
*Summaryof commentsfortheentireflight.
CHR
5
5
N/A
4
4
Comments
Aircraftisrespondingwell in roll, sensitiveinpitch.
Sensitivein longitudinalaxis, more friction and
breakoutrequired.AOA hold in poweredapproach
needstobebetter,toomuchAOAvariation.
N/A
Correctionsin themiddleachievedpropergains.No
dutchroll observed.Verystableaircraft.
Goodroll ratesandresponse.No adversehandling
qualitiesobserved.
Overcontrolpitch,droveballonecellhighinclose.
N/A
5
5
N/A *Theflyingqualitiesinquasi-tailless(40and50per-
cent)werethesameasthebasicairplaneduringthe
5 "carrierapproaches."In general,theroll axishada
bettersensitivityin travel-forceper roll rate than
4 pitch.Thepitchaxisismoresensitive(toosensitive).
Thethrottleis sensitivewith smallcorrectionsfor
4 glideslopecontrol.Throttlesensitivitytendstocause
overcontrolof power.CHR'sof 4-5wereduetodif-
4 ficultyinglideslopecontrol.Lateral(line-up)wasal-
waysa CHR2.Did notseeanyaircraftmovements
duetothrottlechanges.Did haveonedisengagement4
asthrottlewasretardedbelow56° PLAthrottlestop.
Line-upcorrectionsat thestartwereeasywith no
4 overshootsorovercontrol.Line-upcorrectionsin the
middlerequiredamoreaggressiveinput.Aircraftre-
3 sponsewasexcellent.Preciseattitudecontroland
line-upcapturewithnoovershoots.Thistaskingen-
N/A eralisaCHR2.
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Table2.Continued
Flight
number
279
279
279
279
279
279
279
279
279
279
279
Run
1
9
10
11
Lineup/
correction
Tail
reduction
setting, %
Nominal Basic
Nominal 40
Nominal 50
Left/start Basic
Right/start 40
Left/start 50
Right/middle 50
Nominal Basic
Right/middle 50
Left/middle 50
Right/middle 50
CHR
5
4
4
5
4
Comments
Overcontrolled glide slope, sensitive in pitch, diffi-
cult to maintain AOA.
Can not tell the difference versus basic thrust vector.
AOA is still difficult to control, ball control was bet-
ter, and still a lot of compensation. No dutch roll.
Throttle response was good, did not feel the throttle
stop. Test conductor said that PLA stayed above 60 °.
Exceeded desired criterion in close, drove the ball
one cell high. Overcontrolled the long stick. Lateral-
directionally very. stable. AOA not under control.
Drove the ball a cell high on the right for line-up call.
In close, right on parameters. CHR 5 primarily for
glide slope criterion.
Disengaged for PLA just before wave-off.
Disengaged for PLA on centerline capture. FQ were
very good; no change in FQ on disengagement. No
dutch roll. Throttle response was good.
High start. QT stayed engaged throughout. No ad-
verse FQ noted on roll-out or centerline capture; lots
of compensation required.
Working pretty hard, but not discerning any change
in workload between 50 percent or basic. CHR 4 for
workload and compensation.
CHR for compensation required. No adverse FQ noted.
Overcontrolled glide slope in close and drove the ball
one cell high.
On parameters, nice approach, QT working well. Still
no perceptible change from basic aircraft.
The powered approach flight condition flown with a setting of 40-percent tail reduction resulted in a time-to-
double amplitude of 1.33 sec in the destabilization portion of the quasi-tailless mode. The 50-percent tail reduction
setting resulted in a time-to-double amplitude of 0.92 sec. This result compares to design goals of 1.28 sec and
0.83 sec obtained for a system without the lags in the angle-of-sideslip feedback path. Assessing the effect of the
deadband in the sideslip feedback path is difficult because of its nonlinear nature. The sideslip excursions encoun-
tered during the power approach testing were within + 1.5°. The amount of turbulence experienced during the ap-
proach tasks was light. The pilot referred to these conditions as "clear air."
A simulation study was initiated in an attempt to further determine the significance of the lags and deadband in
the sideslip feedback path. The nonlinear simulation was changed so that true angle of sideslip was used for the de-
stabilization paths. Meanwhile, the restabilization paths continued to use the corrupted sideslip measurement. Ap-
proaches were then flown on the piloted simulation with moderate turbulence and a quasi-tailless setting of
25
60-percenttail reduction.Toensurethatcontrolpowerissuesdidnotmaskthesensor-relatedissues,thedragofthe
X-31Asimulationwasarbitrarilyincreased.Theapproachtaskcouldthenbeflownwithincreasedthrottlesettings
toprovideincreasedcontrolpower.Surprisingly,thedeadbandandlagin thesideslipfeedbackwerebarelypercep-
tibletothepilot.Whenback-to-backcomparisonsofthebaselineandmodifiedsimulationsweremade,theseffects
werenoticeable;however,theydid notsignificantlyinterferewiththeprecisionapproachtask.Thepilotnoteda
slightincreasein theamountof stickinputrequired.Thebaselinesimulationappearedto bemoreresponsiveto
smallerinputs.
Theprecisionapproachflight testdataprovidedagoodexampleof thrustvectoringwithdynamicthrottlein-
puts.Theaccuracyof thethrustestimationalgorithmin thepresenceof rapidthrottlemovementsi questionable.
Althoughit usedadirectmeasurementof pressure,thethrustestimatorisbasedonasimplifiedmodelofthesteady-
staterelationshipbetweenozzlepressureratio,nozzleexitarea,andthrottleposition.Thesituationwasfurtherex-
acerbatedby thepresenceof afilter onthethrustestimationoutput.Thefilter wasinstalledto reducenoiseand
smoothfailuretransitions.If oneassumestheunfilteredalgorithmoutputiscorrect,theerrorbetweentheunfiltered
thrustestimationandfilteredthrustestimationcanbecalculated.Figure13showsthiserrorfor atypicalprecision
approachpass.Theerrorwasquitevariableandupto4dB.Withmilitaryspecifications(ref.13)forstabilitymargin
requirementsof6 dB,thiserrorcouldbesignificant.Thestabilitymarginfor thethrustvectorloopinquasi-tailless
modewastypicallyontheorderof 20dBfor theX-31Aairplane.Asaresult,variationsontheorderof 4 dBpro-
ducednonoticeablereductionin stability.
Ground Attack Task
Several ground attack runs were flown by three pilots over five flights. Table 3 lists the'pilot ratings. The air-
plane in basic mode was flown in back-to-back comparison with the quasi-tailless mode set at up to 60-percent tail
size reduction. The change in roll performance was quite noticeable. One pilot commented that "the roll-in before
the pull-down was executed at 320 to 330 KIAS at around 5 ° AOA. The roll performance was adequate for this
phase of the tactical attack. The rollout for target acquisition was executed during the four runs at 290 to 300 KIAS
at AOA varying between 16° and 5°. At AOA above 7 °, the roll rate was considerably reduced compared to the ba-
sic mode. The roll performance was not adequate for this phase of the tactical attack."
Table 3. Ground attack pilot ratings.
Flight Tail reduction CHR gross CHR fine
number Glide slope setting, % acquisition tracking
287 45 ° 50 and 60 5 3
287 15° pop-up 0 5 2
30, 40, 50, 60 5 3
288 45 ° 50 --- 3
288 15° pop-up Basic --- 2
50 and 60 --- 3
290 15° ATLAS 60 4 3
290 45 ° Basic and 60 4 2
290 15° pop-up Basic and 60 4 2
291 15 ° ATLAS 50 --- 3
291 15° pop-up 50 ......
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In addition, the pilot recommended, "to increase the roll performance during the phases when the aircraft is
rolled at 7° AOA and more, a higher PLA should be used." This modified approach to the ground attack was flown
on subsequent flights. With the new technique, "roll at power settings of up through military rate thrust during the
roll-in and gross acquisition phases of all attack profiles was markedly improved," the pilot noted.
Based on the X-31A results, future tailless aircraft designs will require a higher level of interaction between en-
gine power setting and the flight control system than exists in current designs. Relying on a pilot to limit his roll
inputs for low-power settings is unreasonable. Restricting the roll commands to those controllable by the lowest
power setting does not provide a feasible option. Automatic tailoring of the roll command with thrust available will
be required to prevent inadvertent aircraft departures. This relationship between performance and thrust level im-
poses a requirement for a reliable, redundant thrust estimation algorithm. A system which automatically increases
thrust when large yawing moments are required would be ideal for future applications. Such systems would also
have to deploy drag devices to control longitudinal acceleration. Lead compensation might be required because the
control power is required for roll initiation, and lags are associated with thrust spool-up times. Deploying the speed-
brakes on the X-31A airplane allowed for improved control power; unfortunately, the speedbrakes also decreased
the directional stability which increased the demand on the thrust vector system.
Figure 14 shows an aggressive roll-out for gross acquisition of a ground target and a 45 ° bomb run. The pilot
commented, "during the rollout a _ [angle of sideslip] buildup to -2 ° was observed which did not disengage,
QT [the quasi-tailless mode] but affected target acquisition with an overshoot." The nonlinear simulation generally
does a good job of reproducing the flight results; however, the sideslip excursion shown by the simulation was
approximately one-half that observed in flight. This test was flown with the noseboom which did not exhibit any
significant deadband.
The flight data time segment around the angle-of-sideslip buildup of figure 14 is expanded and shown in
figure 15. The small sideslip buildup partially results from the fact that the thrust vector system is approaching its
rate and position limits. With the relatively low-power setting and small nozzle area, slightly more than full travel
and higher rates would have been required to correctly coordinate the roll input. Figure 15 shows paddle 3 momen-
tarily rate limited and then position limited which allowed increased negative sideslip buildup. The position limit
reached by paddle 3 was 34 °. The control system limits the thrust vector deflection to maintain the paddles within
their hardware command limits of 35 ° . In this case, the software limit was slightly more restrictive than the hard-
ware limit.
An accurate simulation of the angle-of-sideslip excursion requires an improved model of the thrust vector sys-
tem control power. Figure 16 shows that the thrust estimation from the flight data was 80 percent of that shown by
the nonlinear simulation. Neither the nozzle area nor the turbine discharge pressure were accurately predicted for
the ground attack profile. The shape of the turbine discharge pressure curve from simulation matched the flight data.
These flight data, however, showed a bias in turbine discharge pressure which accounts for the majority of the error
between simulation and flight-measured thrust estimation. The differences in nozzle area, in this case, were not large
enough to significantly affect the thrust estimation calculation or the plume boundary calculation. The reason for
the change in the nozzle area shown in figure 16 is not fully understood. This change was not predicted by the non-
linear simulation engine model or a more detailed stand-alone engine model, yet this change was consistently ob-
served during the relatively rapid altitude change in the 45 ° dive. The ability of the thrust estimator to work in the
presence of this anomaly is unknown.
The nonlinear simulation gross thrust and thrust estimation were set equal to the in-flight thrust estimation value
in an effort to improve agreement in angle of sideslip. The sideslip excursion was still not reproduced. The ratio
between gross thrust and estimated thrust is an important quantity for accurate simulation. The difference between
actual and estimated thrust determines whether the system over or under compensates with the thrust vector system.
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To reproducethesideslipexcursionobservedin figure14requireda furtherreductionof 20percenton thegross
thrustvaluein thesimulation(fig. 17).Thereducedthrustcausesamismatchbetweentherudder and thrust vector
control power which results in the sideslip excursion. A similar mismatch in control power could be obtained by
increasing the rudder effectiveness. With a 40-percent increase in rudder control power, a similar sideslip excursion
was reproduced (fig. 18).
Neither of these simulations fully reproduced the behavior observed in flight. While the sideslip match was im-
proved during the roll-out, the match was somewhat degraded for other parameters at other times. Some combina-
tion of these changes is probably the real cause.
Variations in gross thrust throughout the life cycles of engines are not uncommon. In addition, force transducer
measurements on the X-31A thrust vector paddles indicated a possible loss in plume-turning effectiveness for
plume-turning angles greater than 12° . The flight control system should be able to account for these types of varia-
tions for future applications.
The ground attack flight tests illustrated the increased interdependence of the flight control system, aerodynam-
ics, and propulsion for a thrust-vector-controlled airplane compared to conventional airplanes. The F-18 High-
Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV) program also found significant levels of thrust-vector-induced aerody-
namic changes (ref. 14). The flow entrainment on the vertical tails at high-power settings and large vectoring angles
changed the vertical tail aerodynamic effectiveness. The HARV was manufactured by McDonnell Douglas Corpo-
ration, St. Louis, Missouri.
LESSONS LEARNED
The following is a summary of the lessons learned from the X-31A quasi-tailless flight test experiment.
• Thrust vectoring is a viable control effector which can replace the functions of a vertical tail and rudder control
surface.
• Pilot comments indicate that no difference in handling qualities exists as long as the task and destabilization
level did not demand more control power than was available.
• The amount of roll acceleration required is an important quantity in determining the level of directional insta-
bility that can be controlled.
• An increased level of interaction between the engine and flight control system will be required for future re-
duced tail or tailless vehicles with thrust vector control.
• Minor sensor feedback characteristics, such as delays and deadbands, can have a larger than expected affect
when angle of sideslip is used as a destabilizing feedback.
• The thrust estimation algorithm is an important component of a successful integration of thrust vectoring into
the control system.
• Using drag devices to fly at an increased power setting can introduce additional directional instability.
• Large thrust vector control deflections may significantly influence the aerodynamic flow over the airplane.
• Early integration of thrust vectoring into the design process maximizes the achievable benefits.
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Figure 18. Ground attack rollout with 50-percent tail reduction setting (comparison of flight data to a nonlinear
simulation with increased rudder control power).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The X-31A quasi-tailless flight test experiment successfully demonstrated the ability to use thrust vectoring to
replace the functions of stabilization and turn coordination usually required of a rudder and vertical tail. Pilot com-
ments indicated no difference in handling qualities as long as the task and destabilization level did not demand more
control power than was available. At low thrust settings and high roll accelerations, the thrust vector system reached
rate and position saturation. An increased level of interaction between the engine and flight control system will be
required for future reduced tail or tailless vehicles with thrust vector control. This experiment helped to introduce
thrust vectoring as a new design dimension for future aircraft.
The supersonic quasi-tailless test showed that maneuvering typically required of transport aircraft, such as fu-
ture versions of supersonic civilian transports, could be controlled by thrust vectoring for fairly high levels of insta-
bility. A tail reduction setting of 70 percent was flown. This setting was equivalent to an approximately 170-msec,
time-to-double amplitude. The destabilize-only mode showed that the vehicle achieved levels of instability which
were slightly less than the design goals. This result was primarily caused by an equivalent time delay of approxi-
mately 67 msec in the sideslip feedback path. In retrospect, this delay should have been accounted for in the models
used to calculate the destabilization gains. In addition, these data showed what amounted to a deadband on the side-
slip feedback path. This finding further confused the evaluation of the exact level of destabilization achieved in
flight.
The precision approach testing provided a first look at using thrust vectoring at low-power settings. The flying
qualities were consistent up to a tail reduction setting of 50 percent (approximately 0.92-sec, time-to-double ampli-
tude). High throttle activity coupled with a lag on the thrust estimation algorithm resulted in errors in the thrust con-
trol loop gain as high as 4 dB. These errors did not produce noticeable stability problems for the X-31A airplane
because of the high loop gain margin. However, the study showed that an accurate redundant onboard thrust esti-
mation algorithm is a requirement for an integrated engine and flight control system. Improved estimation of thrust
changes resulting from rapid throttle movement is required, or a high stability margin requirement for the thrust vec-
tor loop should be imposed.
All precision approaches flown were in low atmospheric turbulence or clear air conditions. A limited nonlinear
simulation study showed that even with the deadband and lag in the sideslip feedback path no significant handling
qualities problems were introduced with simulated turbulence. However, the fidelity of the turbulence models was
not extensively tested, and prediction of airplane response to turbulence is usually difficult. Issues of ride qualities
and disturbance rejection in the presence of atmospheric turbulence would be better addressed with a real tailless or
reduced tail vehicle.
Several ground attack profiles were flown. This task demanded large amplitude rolls in conjunction with low
thrust settings. Tailoring the roll commands as a function of available yaw control power was required to avoid de-
parting from coordinated flight. This tailoring introduces an increased level of interaction between the engine and
flight control system. Even with reductions of as much as 50 percent (to approximately 120 deg/sec) on the maxi-
mum roll rate command and 65 percent (to approximately 210 deg/sec 2) on the roll acceleration command limit,
some position and rate saturation were observed at a setting of 50-percent tail size reduction (approximately
0.92-sec, time-to-double amplitude).
Accurate prediction of when these saturations will occur requires higher fidelity engine models in the nonlinear
simulation than the models that are typically used. Additional care should be taken to accurately model the inputs
to the thrust estimation algorithm and the plume boundary location for a system with thrust vector paddles. The
thrust estimation algorithm should be valid for degraded engine performance because large variations in perfor-
mance can be expected over the life cycle of an engine.
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During one ground attack run, a sideslip excursion was noted which resulted from a mismatch between thrust
vector and rudder surface control power. The cause for the mismatch is unknown; however, simulating reduced
thrust vector effectiveness or increased rudder effectiveness produces similar excursions in sideslip. Other thrust
vectoring airplanes, such as the F-I 8 High Angle of Attack Research Vehicle, showed potential for interactions be-
tween the vehicle aerodynamics and the thrust vectoring system. This interaction results from flow entrainment on
the vertical tail caused by large vectoring angles.
Future tailless vehicles will have the advantage of production thrust vectoring systems based on axisymmetric
nozzles. In addition, a tailless vehicle configured to minimize directional instability tends to be neutrally stable rath-
er than directionally unstable. This configuration would reduce the demands placed on a thrust vector system. A
production thrust vectoring system would reduce concerns over such issues as where the plume boundary is, how
much thrust is lost from vectoring, and what is the achieved plume deflection angle which were of more concern
with a thrust vector paddle system. However, a good thrust estimator and an increased level of engine and control
system interaction will be required.
In addition to these issues, a reasonable approach to the engine-out failure condition must be developed. If this
approach includes emergency deployed devices to regain directional stability, the cost and weight must be consid-
ered. The cost and weight of adding a thrust vector system are being reduced by improved designs of production
axisymmetric thrust vectoring engines.
The X-31A quasi-tailless flight test experiment showed that tailless and reduced tail fighter aircraft are definite-
ly feasible. When the capability is designed in from the beginning, the benefits of reduced drag, structural complex-
ity, and radar cross-section have the potential to outweigh the added complexity required.
Dryden Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California, March 14, 1996.
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